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Concrete Spraying in Tunnelling
Technologies and Equipment

Defining the future

UNDERGROUND N O R M E T . C O M



NORMET TUNNELLING 
EXPERTISE

Extremely tight schedules and high demands are the 
everyday life of tunnellers around the globe. Normet 

machines and equipment are designed to consistently deliver 
the highest possible efficiency and quality to meet budget 

and schedule targets for all underground processes. 



GOING UNDERGROUND

Due to the rapid growth of metropolitan areas worldwide and the 
resulting shortage of space, infrastructure facilities are transferred 
more and more underground.

The need for efficient and safe infrastructures such as transporta-
tion, energy, water supply, and sewage is constantly growing. Also, 
outside the cities, the construction of national and international 
transport networks, especially in topographically difficult areas, is 
efficiently possible using the underground potential.

In underground projects, the quality requirements for the tunneling 
works are always very high, as the ground conditions can be very 
challenging, and the underground space must be used safely for 
decades or even centuries. The tunneling contractor must meet all 
the requirements and expectations set by the project stakehold-
ers efficiently, profitably, and safely.

Normet offers its underground expertise and deep understanding 
of all tunneling procedures from the beginning to the completion 
of the project. Tackling difficult underground conditions and find-
ing the best possible solution is at the heart of its business. The 
equipment is designed to continuously deliver the highest possi-
ble efficiency and quality to meet budget and schedule require-
ments in all processes.  

FOR CHALLENGING 
SCHEDULES

EQUIPMENT

Normet tunneling equipment covers a wide range of tunnel and 
cavern profiles. The range of product lines Sprayed Concrete, 
Charging of Explosives, Lifting & Installations, and Underground 
Logistics includes equipment for the smallest hydroelectric or wa-
ter tunnel to the grandest subway stations and storage caverns. 
The agile and productive equipment allows achieving the most de-
manding goals on time and within budget.

Designed for the most challenging and harsh underground con-
ditions where there is no time wasted on equipment inefficiency, 
downtime, or high maintenance needs. Dedicated process equip-
ment always aims to keep the material consumption at its mini-
mum, resulting in the least possible environmental impact and 
total process cost.

Innovative onboard technologies focus on optimizing the under-
ground operations for the customers’ benefit. SmartScan and 
SmartSpray systems allow the control of sprayed concrete layer 
thickness, reducing material consumption, increasing productiv-
ity and ergonomics of the sprayed concrete application up to the 
standards of tomorrow. 

Battery electric SmartDrive technology answers to ever-tighten-
ing demands on CO2 emissions, improve the underground work-
ing environment by cutting down the local emissions, and adds to 
further savings on total process costs by significantly lowering the 
operating costs.

Check out the following pages to learn how Normet can support 
your tunneling projects!



CONCRETE SPRAYING 
EQUIPMENT

Normet offers all the equipment needed to achieve the 
best results with sprayed concrete in mining and tunneling, 
both underground and above ground. The range includes 

concrete spraying equipment, transmixers and agitators for 
concrete transportation, construction chemicals, supporting 

technologies and operator training programs.



Normet’s extensive expertise in sprayed concrete processes sup-
ports its clientele to achieve a consistent high mix quality, efficient 
transport, and minimal rebound.  This results in durable, high-qual-
ity sprayed concrete linings, improved operating efficiency, re-
duced operating costs, and maximum productivity. In addition, 
training, problem-solving support, and technical advice through-
out the spray process round out the offering.

Dedicated concrete spraying equipment covers a wide range of 
tunnel openings and cavern profiles from the smallest hydroelec-
tric or water tunnel to the grandest subway stations and storage 
caverns. The agile and productive spray equipment allows achiev-
ing the most demanding goals on time and within budget while 
always aiming to keep the material consumption at its minimum, 
least possible environmental impact, and total process cost. 

WET MIX CONCRETE SPRAYERS

Based on more than 50 years of experience in underground min-
ing and close cooperation with tunneling and mining customers 
across the globe, Normet develops and produces self-propelled, 
mechanized and automated spraying systems that are highly pro-
ductive and provide maximum operator safety deliver excellent 
service quality.

Spraymec concrete spraying machines are available with electro- 
or diesel-hydraulic configuration and an optional onboard com-
pressor.

Low pulsation technology 
Normets NSP concrete pumps are specially designed for low-pul-
sation concrete spraying. A separate hydraulic circuit and a pres-
sure accumulator for switching the S-tube minimize the switching 
times and thus deliver concrete with virtually no pulsation to the 
spraying nozzle. This system prevents the dreaded layering during 
spray application, which leads to weak sections in the sprayed 
concrete shell.

The optimized diameter of the pumping cylinder and cylinder 
stroke provides an excellent filling ratio of the pumping cylinder 
over the entire output range of the pump.

The fully synchronized dosing pump provides a highly accurate 
dosage of the set accelerator, ensuring that the correct amount 
is injected into the concrete stream and at the same time prevents 
costly overdosing.

RDS remote driving system
Moving equipment underground is a risky undertaking and often 
requires additional personnel. Remote drive systems allow the op-
erator to move freely to get a good overview of the equipment and 
not climb into the cabin, reducing physical strain and the risk of 
injury.

Normet offers RDS systems for several models, including Minimec 
2, Spraymec 8100 VC SD, Spraymec MF 050 VC SD, and NorRun-
ner 140 and 160.

This option increases the equipment’s safety, operators comfort, 
and general efficiency by allowing the machine to be moved from 
a safe distance using the remote control.

Normet Spraymec 8100 VC is the widely recognized standard in producing top-quality sprayed concrete linings. 
Available with diesel engine or SmartDrive battery-electric architecture, and SmartScan and SmartSpray technology.

STATE-OF-THE-ART CONCRETE 
SPRAYING TECHNOLOGY



RIGHT SOLUTION FOR EVERY JOB

Spraymec NorRunners are equipped with SmartSpray Lite 
and can be upgraded to SmartSpray Pro or ProPlus to 
increase the level of automation.

Spraymec 8100 and 5100
The Spraymec 8100 and 5100 are self-propelled, electro-hydrau-
lic mobile concrete sprayers that bring concrete spraying in tunnel 
projects of variable tunnel cross-sections to the next level. They 
provide efficient spraying from one set-up in tunnels of up to 10.3 
m in height and 16 m in width with a maximum vertical spraying 
reach of 14 m.

The robust carrier vehicle with 4-wheel drive and crab steering 
provide easy repositioning of the machine in confined spaces and 
on poor ground. The integrated closed-loop control system con-
tinuously monitors and adjusts the dosage of the liquid set accel-
erator and the concrete pump with an output of up to 30 m³/h.

Reliable and high-volume onboard compressors with 10 and 
12 m³/min output deliver the air volumes required for a 
high-quality sprayed concrete application. Easy access 
to maintenance elements and the central location of 
lubrication points for the carrier vehicle re-

duces daily maintenance work, ensuring that no lubrication point 
is overlooked, thus avoiding costly repairs.

Spraymec 8100 is available with Stage IIIA and Stage V emission 
class diesel engines and with SmartDrive battery-electric archi-
tecture. 

NorRunners
Spraymec NorRunners are truck-based, fully road-legal tunnel-
ing concrete sprayers, including the latest spraying technologies 
and SmartSpray. NorRunners are available with two boom ver-
sions: The model 140 comes with a spraying lance and a spraying 
range of 19.5 m in height and 28 horizontally. The 160 consists 

of a straight boom arrangement that allows the application 
of sprayed concrete up to a height of 16.5 m and 33 m 
horizontally. Of great advantage is the impressive spray-
ing distance from one position of more than 11 m at the 
height of 9 m, which allows a remarkable average spray-
ing capacity of more than 20 m³/h during continuous 
spraying operation - in reality, and including work breaks.

Both configurations feature the NSP 30 concrete pump 
with a maximum theoretical output of 30 m³/h and an on-
board compressor with a 12.7 m³/min capacity for high 
capacity spraying operations. The integrated closed-
loop control system continuously monitors and adjusts 
the dosage of the liquid set accelerator and the concrete 
pump.

Spraying operation, including compressor, is possible 
from diesel engine or electro-hydraulic power unit, which 
guarantees independence from power grids.

All Spraymec NorRunner are based on Mercedes-Benz 
Arocs 4158K carrier with 8x4/4 axle arrangement and 
comply with the latest Euro 6 emission regulations.

WET MIX SPRAYERS

• Spraymec NorRunner 140 DVC
• Spraymec NorRunner 160 DVC
• Spraymec 8100 VC
• Spraymec 5100 VC

WET MIX PUMPS AND MANIPULATORS

• Minimec 2
• NorStreamer 30 V 

DRY MIX PUMPS

• Normet Piccola
• Normet GM

Spraymec 8100 in spraying position with easily accessible filling 
hopper and low filling height for easy delivery of concrete.



Piccola’s well-proven design makes it extremely robust, 
easy to set up and simple to operate.

Normet NorStreamer and Minimec are the 
unbeatable combination in concrete spraying in 
tight spaces and hard to reach areas. 

WET MIX PUMPS AND MANIPULATORS

The perfect couple - Minimec and NorStreamer
The Normet Minimec is a mobile sprayer for the mechanized ap-
plication of sprayed concrete in small diameter tunnels, escalator 
and vertical shafts, or where larger machines cannot enter.

The spray manipulator is mounted on a sturdy tracked carrier 
which is driven by a powerful, yet quiet diesel engine of the lat-
est generation. The two powerful independent hydraulic drive 
hub motors allow turning on the spot. Thanks to its great mobili-
ty, working range and reliability, the Minimec greatly increases the 
productivity of the spray application – every day!

The NorStreamer is a concrete pump specially engineered for the 
delivery and spraying of wet-mix concrete for slope stabilization, 
tunnel construction, TBM installations, shafts, and tunnels with 
small to medium diameters.

The powerful electro-hydraulic unit enables the transport of crit-
ical, thick, and stiff concrete mixes up to 30 m³/h and concrete 
pressure of 50 bar. Concrete with structural fibers can easily pass 
through the hopper grill with vibrator and the agitator in the hop-
per maintains an optimal filling of the concrete cylinders.

DRY MIX PUMPS

Normet Piccola and GM
Normet Piccola and GM are a dry mix concrete spraying pumps, 
based on rotor principle. Their well proven design makes them ro-
bust and easy to set up, operate and clean after use. 
The Piccola is the machine of choice for small to medium spraying 
works (repair works of concrete structures, rock support works, 
sealing off wet areas, fine mortar repairs of joints, refractory lin-
ings, slope protection/working pits, sprayable membrane works, 
swimming pools and artificial gardening).

The GM is used for medium and large size of dry-mix spraying 
works of up to 15 m³/h like repair works of concrete structures, 
slope protection / working pits, rock support, back-up rig on TBMs, 
lining works in mines.



Twin boom Himec and Charmec cover the largest tunnel faces - safely and with double productivity.

LIFTING AND INSTALLATIONS

Safely lifting people and materials is a must when working under-
ground. Normet offers a broad range of flexible lifting equipment 
to handle various lifting and installation applications, including 
roof reinforcement, explosives charging and installing cables, 
pipes, and ventilation.

Himec
The Himec product range results from years of collaboration 
between Normet engineering and tunneling experts around the 
world. Engineered for medium to heavy load lifting and large work-
ing coverage makes the Himec ideal for high-reach lifting and in-
stallation work in tunnels with medium and large cross-sections. 
The load-sensing system and other built-in safety features for 
man lifting comply with the latest safety rules and regulations. 

Utilift
Utilift scissor lifts are designed for lifting and installation works in 
low-profile tunneling and mining. The work platforms provide an 
ideal deck for roof reinforcement work, explosives charging, in-
stallation of cables, pipes, and ventilation systems.

EXPLOSIVES CHARGING

Since introducing the first underground explo-
sive charging unit in the 1970s, Normet has 
accumulated extensive expertise in under-
ground charging processes. The emulsion and 
ANFO charging equipment have been further 
developed in close cooperation with custom-
ers, making Normet today one of the world’s 
leading suppliers of underground explosives 
charging equipment.

Charmec
The charging product range Charmec includes equipment for 
charging explosives packaged in cartridges and bulk explosives 
like ANFO, water gel, and modern site sensitized emulsion.

Different sizes and heights of tunnel faces to large underground 
production stopes, face charging with horizontal holes, or pro-
duction charging with up-hand and/or down hand holes. Normet 
Charmecs are designed for safety and reliability and meet the in-
dustry’s highest productivity and quality requirements. Besides 
the charging process, the equipment also has built-in storage 
spaces to safely transport explosives and detonators to the work 
site.

RM platform and truck-based carrier
The Charmec RM-series platform with twin basket boom configu-
ration is purpose-built to wide and high tunneling faces, whereas 
the Charmec NorRunner truck-based carrier offers pure speed 
and mobility and comes with Normet 
ECM emulsion charging module or 
external emulsion unit.

EXTENSIVE PROCESS EXPERTISE



Sprayed concrete accelerators and admixtures 
are supplied in IBCs, drums, and bulk.

High performance superplasticizers
These products ensure the highest possible strength develop-
ment is achieved no matter the quality of cement and other con-
stituents of the mix. Due to the cohesiveness of the mix, both ag-
gregate and steel fiber rebound is substantially reduced, saving 
both time and cost. 

Hydration control admixtures 
TamCem HCA is a special admixture that prevents the early hy-
dration of cement. It can be added at the concrete batching plant 
or directly into the truck mixer on site to extend the working life of 
both concrete and sprayed concrete. The dosage depends on the 
working time required, and the open time of sprayed concrete can 
be extended from between 3 hours to 72 hours. This is ideal for 
tunnel applications where sprayed concrete must always be avail-
able during excavation in bad geology.

UNDERGROUND LOGISTICS

Normet’s underground transport vehicles are designed for effi-
cient logistics and high productivity in underground operations. 
They are highly configurable and provide safe and reliable trans-
port of a wide range of resources to work sites, including person-
nel, materials, and fluids.

Utimecs 
The versatile range of Utimecs is tailored to the specific applica-
tion and offers high productivity with cutting-edge features and 
simple, robust carrier structures. Underground transportation of 
personnel, fuel, lubricants, or materials are just some of the many 
configurations of Utimec.

More information regarding concrete transport can be found at 
the end of the brochure.

SPRAYED CONCRETE CHEMICALS AND GROUND SUPPORT

Normet’s sprayed concrete chemicals are at the forefront with the 
latest “state-of-the-art” admixture developments promoting long 
open time, workability, low water cement ratios, high early and ul-
timate strength developments, and lower dust emissions, creating 
a cleaner working environment.

Sprayed concrete accelerators
TamShot 80AF, 90AF, and 80PAF are high performance, alkali-free 
accelerators for sprayed concrete applications. With typical dos-
age rates of 5 % – 6 %, TamShot 80AF and 90AF’s unique function 
also suppresses dust development, providing a cleaner working 
environment.

TamCem range – admixture technology 
TamCem admixtures have been specially developed using cutting 
edge technology for all types of sprayed concrete. They are espe-
cially effective where only poor-quality aggregate and sand grad-
ing are available and significantly enhance overall performance.

Utimec LF 1000 Fuel ensures that fuel is transported to the site safely and efficiently.



SMARTSCAN SYSTEM

SmartScan and SmartScan Align are the latest developments 
in Normet’s continuous effort to increase customer value 
and benefit the environment. SmartScan reduces costly 

overspraying with concrete and ensures efficient and easy 
documentation of the application.



Normet SmartScan is an advanced measuring system for conve-
nient determination and monitoring of applied sprayed concrete 
layer thickness. It uses state-of-the-art scanning technology and 
is designed for harsh underground environments in tunnel con-
struction sites and mining operations.

The 3D LiDAR technology eliminates unsafe methods for manual 
probing of the layer thickness entering under fresh concrete, im-
proves the efficiency of the concrete spraying process and the 
safety of underground personnel.

With the touch of one button, the nozzle operator triggers the 
measurement. The subsequent near real-time calculation of the 
concrete thickness by the onboard computer is displayed in con-
figurable colors on the screen, giving the nozzle operator immedi-
ate feedback on the area just sprayed. The use of the measuring 
device is easy to learn and simple to operate through a user-friend-
ly touch screen interface.

The required concrete layer thickness is achieved quickly and be-
fore the concrete spraying machine is moved, thus preventing the 
need to come back and re-spray the area. This increases efficien-
cy massively while maintaining quality and at the same time reduc-
ing the waste of material. 

SMARTSCAN HARDWARE

The hardware components of the SmartScan system have been 
carefully selected for use in harsh underground environments, 
such as tunnel construction sites and mining operations. They 
come with at least IP65 protection and withstand dust and often 
high humidity, temperatures, and vibrations. The measuring unit 
is protected by a robust protective housing against concrete re-
bound during spraying and splash water during cleaning of the 
machine. For an optimal field of view and access, the SmartScan 
system is mounted on the front of the concrete spraying machine.

The operator interacts with the measurement system via a 
scratch-resistant touchscreen. The rugged industrial computer 
provides the necessary computing power for fast data processing 
of the sprayed concrete layer and 3D display on the screen.

SMARTSCAN USER INTERFACE

The user interface of the machine is designed with a focus on sim-
plicity and speed. The nozzle operator initiates the first scan with 
a single touch, and the tunnel profile is captured by the scanner 
and immediately displayed on the screen. After the application of 
sprayed concrete, the operator initiates another scan. The applied 
concrete layer thickness is determined quickly and displayed in 
configurable colors in 3D on the screen. Colored areas allow the 
operator to re-spray sections with insufficient concrete until the 
required layer thickness is reached, thus eliminating the need to 
return to the previously sprayed area for expensive rework.

The desktop software allows advanced analysis of the profile data 
eg. in a site office. The raw data can be analyzed more precisely, for 
example, cropped and reprocessed for documentation. By adding 
the project data and the customer logo, meaningful reports are 
created which can be used for QA/QC purposes and for archiving 
or client submission.

NEW ERA IN PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

Sprayed concrete thickness report.
The graphical user interface of the machine and the desktop 

software show the same result of the comparison scan.

Material cost is by far the largest part of sprayed concrete total process 
cost. The integrated Normet SmartScan system helps to control the layer 
thickness of the sprayed concrete quickly and accurately.



SMARTSCAN ALIGN

SmartScan Align allows the transformation of the profile data from 
the SmartScan’s local coordinate system into any coordinate sys-
tem used in surveying. The now georeferenced profile data allows 
data exchange with other equipment and systems, even after the 
concrete sprayer has been moved.

Thanks to a simple calibration process, the distance between the 
two measurement systems is determined with minimal effort using 
the known position of targets in the tunnel profile. This process is 
only required when the measuring devices have been detached or 
otherwise moved or to ensure the systems are still well aligned.

With the initiation of a new profile scan, the second LiDAR sensor, 
which is installed on the spray carrier and points to the rear, de-
tects the targets that are attached to the tunnel walls. The SmartS-
can system can now transform the profile data into the project 
coordinator’s data system based on the known positions of the 
targets.

Key features 
• Automatic detection of standard retroreflective targets for 

localization of the machine
• Georeferenced profile data in customers coordinate system 

for seamless data exchange
• Uncomplicated process for recurring calibration and after 

changes to the hardware

RETROREFLECTIVE TARGETS

Retroreflecive target ‘tape’ type with marked centroid 220 mm
Minimum number of visible targets 4
Distance to target 10-80 m

GEOREFERENCED PROFILE DATA

With a data connection between SmartScan and the 
site office, the new profile data can be transferred 
continuously. Scan the QR code to see an animation 
describing the SmartScan Align system.



SMARTSCAN RETROFIT KIT

The SmartScan retrofit kit allows new or existing sprayers to be 
equipped with the latest LiDAR measurement technology to mea-
sure and monitor the applied sprayed concrete thickness in under-
ground construction.

The kit, which is easy and quick to install, includes all the neces-
sary components to increase the technological level of the con-
crete spraying equipment fleet, thus enabling even older equip-
ment to be used in demanding projects with little effort.

The SmartScan system does not require calibration after instal-
lation and is ready for immediate use. Normet offers an installa-
tion service for the scanner system and training for the use of the 
system. SmartScan retrofit kits are currently available for various 
Normet underground sprayers.

Key features 
• Kit includes all components for easy and quick installation
• Economical option to upgrade older machines with the latest 

LiDAR technology
• Great savings potential thru minimized and expensive 

overspraying and less wastage
• Installation services and training by Normet available

SMARTSCAN TECHNOLOGY FOR 
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT

Scan the QR-code to see  a customer 
testimonial of the SmartScan system.

SmartScan factory-fitted on Normet Spraymec MF 050.

SmartScan retrofit kit installed on Normet Alpha 30.



SMARTSPRAY SPRAYBOOM 
AUTOMATION SYSTEM

As it becomes increasingly difficult to find talented nozzle 
operators and the quality of the sprayed concrete can 

vary significantly from operator to operator, Normet 
developed the SmartSpray system, which minimizes 

the operator’s influence on the result and increases the 
productivity of the spraying process.



NORMET SMARTSPRAY 
- TOWARDS AUTOMATED CONCRETE SPRAYING

As talented operators are becoming increasingly difficult to find, 
and the quality of the sprayed concrete can variate critically be-
tween operators Normet developed the SmartSpray system to 
minimize the operator effect to the result and increase the produc-
tivity of the spraying process.

Three different levels of automation are available of the SmartSpray 
system: Lite, Pro and ProPlus.

SmartSpray Lite
With SmartSpray Lite the operator controls only the spray nozzle 
instead of all the spray arm joints, which means that instead of the 
traditional two or four joysticks, the operator uses only one joy-
stick to move the spray arm.

In the Lite version, the nozzle alignment is kept constant in relation 
to the surface being sprayed, thus ensuring that the nozzle is opti-
mally aligned with the surface. This allows the operator to achieve 
consistent and high-quality spraying results.

SmartSpray Pro
SmartSpray Pro allows the spray nozzle and boom to be moved 
automatically to simplify repetitive patterns of movement. In point-
to-point control mode, the spray nozzle automatically travels back 
and forth along a straight line between two defined points. The 
operator can adjust this straight line or a segment of it during 

ENSURING HIGH 
QUALITY RESULTS

operation with just one joystick. 
SmartSpray Pro combines this point-
to-point function with automatic nozzle 
alignment, making spraying even easier. 
All the operator has to do is move the spray 
line to the next segment and maintain the dis-
tance to the surface. This functionality is for ex-
ample very useful to spray large and smooth surfac-
es in big tunnel cross sections.

SmartSpray ProPlus
With SmartSpray ProPlus a predefined area can be sprayed fully 
automatically. In this mode, the control system maintains the set 
distance between the spray nozzle and the surface, while auto-
matically maintaining the correct speed to achieve the desired 
concrete thickness. The SmartSpray ProPlus system calculates 
a path for the nozzle movement so that the defined areas are 
sprayed automatically. This technology turns your novice sprayer 
into an experienced master.

Scan the QR-code to see  a customer testimonial 
of the SmartSpray boom automation.

Radio remote control with additional controller for SmartSpray Pro and ProPlus.



CONCRETE 
TRANSPORTATION

High productivity in underground mines and tunnel excavations 
depends on timely and reliable transportation of a wide range of 
resources to work sites, such as concrete, men, explosives, fuel, 

oil, water, pipes, hoses, cables and rock bolts.



EFFICIENT AND SAFE
TRANSPORTATION

Normet offers a wide range of mobile concrete transport equip-
ment to meet the mining and tunnelling industries needs for 
improved safety and higher productivity. The concrete trans-
portation offering covers two different types of equipment with 
different sized concrete drums from 2.1 m³ to 7 m³ practical carry-
ing capacity. Utimec Transmixer with horizontal drum which allows 
very low overall height and Utimec Agitator with askew drum offers 
good mixing capability and filling can be done via filling hopper.

With hundreds of units delivered worldwide, Normet’s concrete 
transportation equipment have proved their durability and are rec-
ognized for excellence in quality.

CONCRETE TRANSPORTATION 
OFFERING

• Utimec SF 300 Transmixer
• Utimec MF 500 Transmixer
• Utimec LF 500 Transmixer
• Utimec LF 600 Transmixer
• Utimec LF 600 Agitator
• Utimec LF 700 Transmixer
• Utimec LF 700 Agitator

UTIMEC TRANSMIXERS AND AGITATORS

A dedicated concrete transportation vehicle that is designed for 
an underground environment offers the highest level of safety and 
lowest operational costs for the customer. As operator safety and 
well-being become increasingly important in underground mining, 
Normet continues to develop safer and more ergonomic solutions, 
such as the ergonomic FOPS/ROPS approved front cabin and sus-
pension system to reduce operator fatigue.

The Normet Utimecs are available with engines of all emission 
classes and with the SmartDrive battery-electric architecture, 
which improves concrete transport efficiency with zero local emis-
sions and optimizes underground concrete transport.

The Utimec LF 700 Agitator is 
available with Volvo Penta Stage V 
engine, which represents the latest 
in diesel particulate reduction for 
underground equipment. Scan the 
QR code to find out more. 



SMARTDRIVE OFFERING

The latest battery-electric technology combined with 
Normet’s decades-long process expertise takes underground 

operations to the next level. Normet SmartDrive offering 
provides increased performance with zero local emissions. 



Normet SmartDrive battery electric vehicle (BEV) architecture 
includes the latest Li-ion battery technology with a fast charging 
capability. High-torque electric motors provide instant torque, 
reduce tramming time to reach work sites and recover energy 
in downhill driving, offering efficient operation without any local 
emissions. The fully reversible 4WD ensures safe and sure move-
ment in difficult underground conditions. 

Built-in energy recuperation technology maximizes the storing of 
regenerative braking energy during downhill driving and deaccel-
eration. In addition, efficient hydraulic dual-circuit oil immersed 
brakes provide additional braking power when it is needed.

From our long experience, we know our customers challenges and 
the importance of reliability. SmartDrive has industrial grade com-
ponents for maximum availability. SmartDrive architecture is avail-
able for selected Normet tunnelling and mining equipment. 

TUNNELLING OPERATIONS 
WITH ZERO LOCAL EMISSIONS

75 % lower driving energy consumption 

Significantly reduced service brake wear
High productivity, up to 

25 % faster cycles

Lower operational costs 

Even 30 % less maintenance costs

0 % local emissions

>100 % increased uphill tramming 
  speed and fast acceleration

Up to 50 % energy recuperation in downhill driving

No hot exhaust gases and very 
minor heating of surfaces

Low noise levels

Easy and pleasant one pedal driving 

Fast charging capable 

Long-life industrial grade Li-ion batteries 
with lifespan of 20 000 full charging cycles

Standardized battery 
charging interfaces

Normet SmartDrive architecture suits ideally 
for underground logistics like concrete 
transportation. Scan the QR code and watch 
a video about the benefits and features of 
SmartDrive that make driving more enjoyable 
and safer.

Mining and logistics machines’ redundant BEV architecture 
is optimized for underground mining use. 

Tunneling machines’ BEV architecture is optimized for 
tunnelling and shorter tramming distances. 

SMARTDRIVE ARCHITECTURE
Normet SmartDrive is a modular battery electric vehicle (BEV) ar-
chitecture designed to optimize energy consumption and perfor-
mance in underground mining and tunneling applications. 
Normet SmartDrive equipment enable higher productiv-
ity, lower operating costs and most importantly - zero 
local emissions. Easiness of use and carefully en-
gineered controls guarantee that the machine is 
safe and pleasant to operate.



NORMET SERVICES

Normet services cover the whole life cycle of the 
equipment. They include start-up and commissioning, 

genuine spare parts, upgrades & modifications, 
remanufacturing, rental and leasing offerings, and field 
services. The offering also includes services such as 

operator training and process audits.



LIFE CYCLE SERVICES

Normet offers an extensive range of services to maximise the pro-
ductivity and safety of your operations. We have the knowhow to 
keep your equipment running at its best throughout its working life 
and we can provide everything from individual parts to personnel 
training and full service agreements for your entire fleet. With our 
global service network, we can support you at Normet facilities 
around the world, as well as on-site, at your location.

FIELD SERVICES

At Normet we understand how important it is to keep your equip-
ment running and performing to its optimum level. To support our 
customers’ needs, Normet has built a global support network with 
200 highly trained service engineers. Theses engineers provide 
on-site support throughout the entire life cycle of your equipment, 
ensuring all environmental, health and safety standards are main-
tained.

Normet auditing is an individual customer focused tailored service, 
aimed to create clear and measurable benefit to your business. 
This end to end service covers process, equipment, operator and 
maintenance operations, ensuring equipment performance can 
be guaranteed. This continuous improvement package can range 
from a single inspection through to an annual end to end audit.

At Normet we undertake a thorough, documented audit, providing 
a full review during a comprehensive debriefing session, followed 
up with recommendations and implementation schedule.

SERVICE AGREEMENTS

Service agreements from Normet are tailored for your needs to 
ensure that your fleet is reliable and productive. We work with you 
to define and agree the package of services that will support your 
equipment and operations the best. From process performance 
agreements to parts, and maintenance and rebuilds, service 
agreements from Normet guarantee that you always have the ser-
vice you need.

GENUINE PARTS

Genuine parts ensure that you always have the highest quality 
parts available to keep your equipment up and running. Depend-
ing on your needs, we can offer everything from individual parts to 
complete parts contracts, and our professionals around the world 
have the experience to ensure that you have the parts you need 
when you need them. 

REMANUFACTURING

Remanufacturing is a complete service that covers every aspect 
of your existing machine. It returns your equipment to as-good-as-
new condition while also updating it to modern safety standards.

With remanufacturing, your equipment’s life cycle begins again – 
on average extending its working life by another 8000 hours. Every 
remanufactured machine comes with a full 1 year/2000 hour war-
ranty, just like a new machine.

Remanufacturing is available for all Normet machines and we aim for 
complete customer satisfaction at every stage of the process. We will do 
the work wherever it’s most convenient for you, at the nearest Normet 
service location or your own site’s service area. 

Normet Service centers around the world provide services such as emanufacturings, repairs 
& localizations, upgrades & modifications, retrofits, and spare part assemblies & kits.



NORMET’S TRAINING 
OFFERING

Training improves the safety and the efficiency of tunnelling 
operations. Our training services are available for you and 
your operators throughout the equipment lifecycle, from 

start-up and comissioning .



NORMET’S TRAINING OFFERING INCLUDES: 

• Start-up training & commissioning
• Continuous training for customer 

maintenance and operation personnel
• Safety aspects
• General operator overview and introduction
• Functions and main components 

• Principles of the operation (how to use 
the unit as described in the operating 
instructions)

• Moving and transporting
• Periodical maintenance
• Basics of troubleshooting and operation 

of the machine with needed adjustments

UTILIZING THE LATEST VR TECHNOLOGY

NORMET’S TRAINING 
PROCESS

Analyse training needs

Set training objectives

Training and practice

Evaluation and report

TRAINING

Normet provides training for its entire product range, including 
mining and tunneling processes and applications. We encourage 
you to continuously improve your knowledge base on the opera-
tions of Normet’s offering and assist you in getting the best out of 
Normet’s products, solutions, and services. Training services can 
be tailored to your individual needs and range from the Normet 
Driving License to a single process audit. 

Simulators for safe training
Normet developed simulators to make training safe, efficient, and 
sustainable. With our simulators, we can train your staff how to use 
different types of Normet equipment in different working environ-
ments at your location. Simulators also reduce training costs be-
cause trainees can practice without wasting fuel or materials, and 
without diverting any equipment from active work.

Simulator Trainings improve the skill of your operators and staff to 
enhance the safety and efficiency of your operations. The Normet 
Academy uses dedicated simulators for controlled, safe and 
cost-effective training in any location. We offer courses for servic-
ing, spraying and scaling, and we’re happy to tailor them to meet 
your needs. Normet simulators use the latest VR technologies to 
provide the most realistic experience possible.

Key benefits 
• Skilled operators increase profitability by improving 

productivity and reducing downtime.
• On average, simulators improve operator efficiency by 23%.
• Reduce material consumption – less concrete sprayed, less 

accelerator used, and less rebound.
• Improve safety with the correct operating procedures.
• Courses for all skill levels from basic to advanced and master.
• Training where you want it – on your premises or at Normet 

facilities.

EFNARC approved concrete spraying simulator
Normet’s concrete spraying simulator system includes EFNARC 
C2 certified operator training course. EFNARC, the international 
association of Experts for Specialized Construction and Concrete 
Systems, has been developing certification programs for sprayer 
operators to meet tightening industry standards, safety require-
ments, and environmental concerns since launching the Nozzle-
man training assessment and certification program in 2009. C2 is 
the latest addition for operator training and certification with the 
integration of VR simulator technology.

Normet’s VR simulator includes a precise digital twin of the equipment, 
process, underground environment, and control system to ensure the most 
realistic experience possible,  providing efficient training without material costs. 
Scan the QR code to see a video introducing the simulator in more detail.



WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO TELL YOU MORE
For more information, please contact your local Normet 
representative, visit normet.com for contact details.
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GLOBAL PRESENCE
LOCAL SUPPORT


